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Abstract

Power calculation is a crucial part of planning a clinical trial to ensure that it is capable of detecting

a clinically and statistically significant treatment difference. Complex designed veterinary clinical trials

considered in this report have structures that could be naturally handled by linear mixed models by

accounting for different sources of variation through the inclusion of random effects. However, definitive

formulations for power calculations using linear mixed models do not exist for most cases. Thus, the

primary aim of the investigator is to develop SAS macros that would generate data according to common

experimental settings, and make power calculation possible for linear mixed models employed through

extensive simulations. Superiority testing was done through approximate F-test for fixed effects in Proc

Mixed and Proc Glimmix for continuous and binary data, respectively. For non-inferiority testing of

continuous data, approximate t-test confidence interval was constructed around the treatment difference

and was compared to the clinically acceptable margin. However, for non-inferiority testing of binary

data, the clinically acceptable margin of difference is usually expressed in difference of proportions or

odds ratio, while the confidence interval for treatment difference constructed by SAS is in the logit scale.

Three methods then were proposed in order to conduct non-inferiority testing in this case, which were

constructing the CI for difference of proportions (Independence), CI for difference of proportions (Delta

Method) and CI for odds ratio. The SAS macros calculated power estimates coherent with specified

parameters and experimental designs. In addition, they monitored convergence rate to provide a measure

for the reliability of the power estimates generated.

Keywords: Power; Clinical Trial; Linear Mixed Models; Superiority Testing; Non-Inferiority Testing;

Approximate F-test, Approximate t-test, Confidence Interval, Difference of Proportions; Delta Method;

Odds Ratio
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1 Introduction

New drugs and treatments are successfully introduced by pharmaceutical companies in the market when

they are found to be more efficacious than existing standard treatments, or shown to be equally effec-

tive, but are easier to administer, less costly, have fewer side effects, or have more practical advantages

contributing to better treatment results. Thus, clinical trials have been an indispensable tool for drug

developers to exhibit superiority of a new treatment by showing a significant treatment difference over

the standard treatment. They have also become the established way to show non-inferiority of an exper-

imental drug when the treatment difference lies within a pre-specified clinically acceptable margin [17].

Exhibiting superiority and non-inferiority involve statistical tests which could only be reliable when

their power, which is the probability of detecting a desired magnitude of existing treatment difference,

is sufficient. Experimental designs then should be carefully drafted such that the number of subjects to

be included in the trial would correspond to an acceptable power. Otherwise, the conduct of the exper-

iment is futile simply because the trial itself is not powerful enough to detect the difference even if it

exists [15]. In addition, there would be a serious loss of resources and grave ethical consequences of

exposing subjects to non-standard treatments with no assurance that the study will gain useful medical

knowledge. Thus, power calculation is a crucial part of a good clinical trial design, and it is included in

the guidelines to be followed for approval of new drugs, treatments and diagnostic procedures [14].

This report tackled power calculation for complex designed clinical trials. The settings were specifi-

cally suited for veterinary clinical trials where experimental designs used blocking to control for known

sources of variation among animals, and grouping them in pens were done when treatments or feeds

could not be administered individually [5]. There were sixteen settings considered depending on the

location of trial, whether it was done in a single center or in multiple centers, on the experimental unit,

whether it was the animal or the pen, on the type of trial, whether it was for superiority or non-inferiority,

and on the type of response, whether it was continuous or binary. For each setting, three experimental

blocking designs were looked at, whether it was done through Complete Randomized Design (CRD),

Randomized Complete Blocked Design (RCBD) or Generalized Randomized Blocked Design (GRBD).

For these settings, linear mixed models were employed as they naturally describe complex data struc-

tures, which could not be handled by fixed effects models [7]. Center, center by treatment interaction,

block and pen effects were analyzed as random effects so that conclusions could be generalized to a

broader inference space. However, existing power formulations only deal with fixed effects models

where the distribution of the test statistic under the alternative hypothesis is known[18]. For Randomized

Clinical Trials (RCTs), deterministic formulas in calculating sample sizes assuming classical models are

well documented in the literature [12] . This is not the case for mixed models where the test statistic

distribution is only known under the null hypothesis. Recent approaches to make this power calculation

possible is by analytical approximation of the non-central F-distribution of the test statistic under the

alternative hypothesis, and alternatively, by direct computation of power through extensive simulations
[24]. While the first approach is relatively faster since it uses an ideal data set, it is not as comprehensive

nor as accurate compared to the latter method[18].
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In this project, SAS macros were developed to answer that need of having a tool to calculate power of

experiments with settings described above. It employed the second approach, which was conducting ex-

tensive simulations to definitively compute power of linear mixed models with varying parameters and

experimental designs. Additionally, the macros also monitored convergence rates of fitted linear mixed

models with the objective of checking if power estimates generated were reliable such that they were

based on a large number of converged models. It could also help planners determine which experimen-

tal designs and settings would pose future convergence issues, which could be a considerable difficulty

especially in binary data analysis[19].

For superiority trials, both for continuous and binary responses, determining the significance of a treat-

ment difference was done by looking at the approximate F-test for fixed effects in mixed models[7]. For

non-inferiority trials where confidence intervals were the basis of testing [5], the procedure was straight-

forward, only for experiments with continuous responses. SAS provided outputs for confidence limits

of the treatment difference using the approximate t-distribution under null, and the lower limit was com-

pared with the pre-specified margin. For binary outcomes, however, estimation and test for treatment

difference was conducted by SAS in the logit scale. Non-inferiority testing then for this case was not

straightforward as most non-inferiority tests on binary outcomes were done on the difference of propor-

tions or odds ratio[23]. Hence, several methods were proposed in this report to conduct non-inferiority

tests for binary outcomes. The first method was by constructing the confidence interval for difference

of proportions using its standard error computed assuming independence. The second approach was by

constructing the same confidence interval using the standard error approximated through delta method.

And finally, the third method was by constructing the confidence interval for odds ratio.

Results showed that for simple structured designs with minimal random effects included in the model,

tests using the CI for difference of proportions (Independence) and the CI for difference of proportions

(Delta Method) generated similar results. But for the most complex simulated trials with multiple center

and pen as the experimental unit, CI for difference of proportions (Independence) proved to be extremely

conservative than the other two methods, giving considerably low power estimates. CI for the odds ratio

was consistently conservative, but it was able to take into account the features of the design compared

to the previously mentioned method. On the other hand, the CI for difference of proportions (Delta

Method) generated the highest power estimates, and proved to be flexible in accounting for the com-

plexity of the experimental designs considered.

The SAS macros generated results which were expected for power calculations with respect to the speci-

fied model parameters and the experimental designs. From the simulations, blocking increased the power

of an experiment when there was a considerable block variability. Generally, increasing the number of

animals resulted to higher power. However, it was not always the case when pen was the experimen-

tal unit, wherein the number of animals per pen would reach a certain threshold for power maximally

achievable for a certain experimental design. Finally, multi-center trials had more power when there

were more centers included, and when center by treatment interaction variability was minimal.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Background on Experimental Settings and Factors

Veterinary clinical trials are conducted in a variety of settings. Listed below were the experimental de-

sign factors which determined the types of settings considered in this report . Consequently, they were

the basis of the data structure for the simulations and of the models fitted. Descriptions for items a and b

were taken mainly from Guideline on Statistical Principles for Clinical Trials for Veterinary Medicinal

Products (Pharmaceuticals) [5].

a. Single vs Multi-Center Locations

In the current practice of veterinary clinical trials, the major aim of developing a new drug is to

determine its dose or dose range which will be optimally effective and reliably safe for the tar-

get species. There are two major types of trials depending on their aims, the first of which is

exploratory or pilot studies, and the next one, confirmatory, which usually concerns on dose de-

termination, dose confirmation and field controlled studies, wherein the new drug is compared to

a placebo or a standard treatment.

Generally, exploratory trials are done in a single center. But there are also confirmatory trials con-

ducted in a single location. Having trials with multiple centers, however, could be more preferred

for two main reasons. First, it is an accepted way of evaluating a new medication more efficiently.

Subjects are easily accrued when there are several sites included in the study, and that makes the

conduct of the trial feasible for a given time-frame. Second, the generalization of conclusions

from the study could be applied to different clinical settings, investigators, and geographical loca-

tions. Multicenter trials provide a setting closer to that of the actual scenario when the drug will

be used in the future, wherein it will be administered by different medical personnel with varying

expertise, or it will be given in different areas with varying environmental conditions, or for some

other reasons which may influence its effect because of location.

b. Animal vs Pen as Experimental Units

The experimental unit is the smallest unit in the experiment to which the treatment is indepen-

dently applied[21]. Since investigational veterinary drugs are usually targeted to individual ani-

mals, it follows that animals are used as the experimental unit of trials. However, there are cases

when they are housed together in group such as dogs in kennels, chickens in pens, or fish in tanks.

When the animals cannot receive treatment or feeds individually, then the housing unit is used

as the experimental unit. However, this is not only applicable for housing units but also in cases

where the response is taken from a subunit of an animal like udder quarter of cows, or also when

animals can be grouped according to biological factors like belonging in the same litter.

c. Continuous vs Binary Responses

Clinical trials are conducted to answer a specific objective, and this is done through the analysis
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of the primary endpoint, which is the response variable that is equally sensitive and clinically rel-

evant. The statistical analysis would depend on the objective of the trial, whether it is conducted

to exhibit efficacy, safety or both. But the type of primary endpoints also influences the analysis.

Continuous responses are quantitative responses, examples of which are weight, bacterial count

in milk or litter size. Binary responses are dichotomized responses such as cured or not cured,

seropositive or not, or dead or alive. Dichotomization results to loss of efficiency[22] , and conse-

quently loss of power. Thus, experiments with binary responses would require more sample sizes

to achieve a certain power, compared to experiments with continuous responses.

d. Completely Randomized vs Blocked designs

In experiments, there are certain factors which might influence the values of the response vari-

ables, but estimating them is not of interest to the investigator. These nuisance factors, when

unknown, could be controlled through randomization [20]. When randomization is done in such

a way that all experimental units have an equal chance of receiving the treatment, then the trial

has a Completely Randomized Design (CRD). There are cases, however, when these nuisance

factors are known and controlling for them is possible. Blocking then can be used as an important

design technique [20], and randomization is done within the block, wherein experimental units

are more homogeneous. Batches, position of pen in the lab or other baseline animal character-

istics, are usual blocking factors in veterinary clinical trials. When there is only one animal (or

pen when it is the experimental unit) per treatment within a block, it is referred to in this report

as a Randomized Complete Blocked Design (RCBD). When there are two or more experimental

units assigned to a treatment within a block, then it is referred to as Generalized Complete Block

Designs (GRBD).

For the experimental settings considered, estimation of effects of center, center by treatment interaction,

block and pen was not of interest. However, these effects should be accounted for to arrive at correct

statistical inferences on the treatment effects. The two approaches possible for analyzing these effects

were by treating them as either fixed or random[20]. Analyzing them as fixed effects would entail calcu-

lations of standard errors that would only account for one source of variation, which is the error term.

Duchateau et. al[7] proposed that treating these effects as random would give the investigator the ability

to apply conclusions to the desired inference space. Treating the block effect as a random effect, for

instance, would allow one to calculate standard errors for treatment difference accounting for the vari-

ability between blocks. The conclusions generated could then be applied to the population of all blocks,

which was not possible in the fixed effects model where conclusions were only valid to the specific

blocks included in the study.

The flexibility inherent in mixed models to conduct the analysis in the most appropriate inference space

and its capability of handling complex experimental designs[7] which was the case of veterinary exper-

iments considered, made it an optimal model choice for this report. The following methodology would

revolve on this modelling framework.
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2.2 General Modelling Framework

2.2.1 General Linear Mixed Model

For continuous responses, the general form of the Linear Mixed Model employed was given by the
following [7] ,

Y = Xβ +Zb+ ε (1)

where,
Y =response vector

X =design matrix of fixed effects

β =vector of fixed effects

Z =design matrix of random effects

b =vector of random effects

ε =vector of residual terms

b∼ N(0,D)

ε ∼ N(0,Σ)

b1. . .bl, ε1 . . .εN are independent.

Random effects included would vary for the different settings considered subsequently. However, the

assumption that all random effects were independent and were drawn from a normal distribution with

mean zero and a diagonal variance-covariance matrix would hold.

Estimation of fixed effects and their variances were discussed in detail in Duchateau et. al. (1997) where

assuming the following distribution for the response vector Y for N subjects,

Y∼MVN(Xβ ,V = ZDZ′+σ
2IN)

the log-likelihood was given below,

lY(β ,V) =−N
2

log(2π)− 1
2

log|V|− 1
2
(Y−Xβ )′V−1(Y−Xβ )

and when maximized with respect to β and set equal to 0 would give

β̂ = (X′V−1X)−1X′V−1Y.

2.2.2 Generalized Linear Mixed Model

For binary reponses, the logit link is the canonical link function of the binomial distribution [1] and it

naturally deals with the dichotomized nature of the data. Thus, the following Generalized Linear Mixed

Model with logit link was employed.

logit(π) = Xβ +Zb (2)
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where,
Y|b∼ Bernoulli(π) =response vector

X =design matrix of fixed effects

β =vector of fixed effects

Z =design matrix of random effects

b =vector of random effects

b∼ N(0,D)

b1. . .bl, are independent.

The same assumptions on the random effects as with the continuous case were made here. However,

the peculiarity in this model was that the random effects were plugged in the logit scale. Agresti (2006)

noted that it is both convenient and natural in many applications when random effects enter the model

on the same scale as the predictor scale. For instance, random effects may explain the variability caused

by omitting certain explanatory variables or by other forms of missing data.

Molenberghs et. al. (2005) elaborated on how likelihoods of generalized linear mixed models could be

approximated. For independent responses Yi j, for instance, with vector of random effects bi ∼ N(0,D),

the density is given by

f (yi j|θi j,φ) = exp(φ−1[yi jθi j−ψ(θi j)]+ c(yi j,φ)),

with,
η(µi j) =η [E(Yi j|bi)] = x′i jβ + z′i jbi = θi j for a known link function η(.)

xi j =p-dimensional vector of covariate values for fixed effects

zi j =q-dimensional vector of covariate values for random effects

β =p-dimensional vector of fixed effects

φ =scale parameter

and the likelihood could be expressed as

L(β ,D,φ) =
N

∏
i=1

fi(yi|β ,D,φ).

However, this likelihood does not always have a closed form solution. As in the case of binary responses,

approximations were required. The method employed in this report was the Penalized Quasi-Likelihood

(PQL) approach, wherein the mean function, µi j, was approximated through a linear Taylor expansion

using the current estimates, β̂ and b̂i, yielding a pseudo-response,

Y∗i ≡ Xiβ̂ +Zib̂i + V̂−1
i (Yi− µ̂i).

Model fitting was done by iteratively updating the pseudo-responses and fitting the following linear
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mixed model to them until convergence was reached

Y∗i ≈ Xiβ +Zibi + ε
∗
i .

2.3 Experimental Settings, Corresponding Models and Data Simulation

It should be recalled that the experimental design factors considered in this report were location, exper-

imental unit, type of trial and type of outcome, of two types each, generating 16 experimental settings

(Table 1). Data simulation and corresponding linear mixed models were unique for each of these set-

tings, thus 16 SAS macros were constructed in order to make power calculation possible for all of them.

Moreover, within each experimental setting, three blocking designs could be employed in conducting

the trial namely, CRD, RCBD and GRBD. Therefore, each of the macro was made such that it could

further address power calculations when the trials are planned with these blocking designs in mind. The

main difference with CRD and the blocked designs (RCBD and GRBD) was the absence of blocking.

Thus, for all settings, data simulation included generation of blocks, but it should be noted that for CRD

settings, this step was not done. It should also be emphasized that RCBD differed from GRBD such that

the blocks in RCBD designs would only contain one experimental unit per treatment within the block.

Setting Site EU Type of trial Type of data Random Effects
A 1 Single Animal Superiority Continuous Block

2 Binomial
3 Non-inferiority Continuous
4 Binomial

B 5 Pen Superiority Continuous Block, Pen(Trt*Block)
6 Binomial
7 Non-inferiority Continuous
8 Binomial

C 9 Multi Animal Superiority Continuous Site, Block(Site)
10 Binomial Site*Trt
11 Non-inferiority Continuous
12 Binomial

D 13 Pen Superiority Continuous Site, Block(Site),
14 Binomial Pen(Trt*Block*Site),
15 Non-inferiority Continuous Site*Trt
16 Binomial

***CRD - no block random effect.

Table 1: List of Experimental Settings and Identifying Design Factors

2.3.1 Continuous Response

The general model for the continuous response is given by the following:

Yi jklm = µ + τi + γ j + τγi j +βk( j)+πl(i jk)+ εi jklm (3)
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where,
Yi jklm =observation for the mth animal in the lth pen within the kth block, ith treatment and

jth center

µ =overall constant

τi =fixed effect of the ith treatment

γ j =random effect of the jth center

τγi j =random interaction effect of the ith treatment and jth center

βk( j) =random effect of the kth block within the jth center

πl(i jk) =random effect of the lth pen within the kth block, ith treatment and jth center

εi jklm =residual

i =1,2

j =1, .., number of centers

k =1, .., number of blocks within treatment and center

l =1, .., number of pens within block, treatment and center

m =1, .., number of animals within a pen

The model above described the most complex setting wherein the trial would have a multi-center loca-

tion, pen as the experimental unit, within which, several animals could be housed, and a blocking design

would be employed, allowing several pens within it. This was expressed by the inclusion of the center,

center by treatment interaction, pen and block random effects. The nested design of the experiment was

appropriately described by the subscripts in the notation. Simpler models for other experimental settings

could be expressed as a simplification of Equation 3. It should be noted that the center by treatment in-

teraction was included in the model to take into account the possible differences in the treatment effect

between centers[9], and is also advised by regulatory bodies for veterinary clinical trial conduct[5].

Only two treatments were compared as the primary goal was to demonstrate either superiority or non-

inferiority of an investigational drug compared to a reference treatment. All designs were balanced such

that the number of experimental units per block, per treatment, and per center were equal. And the

number of blocks per treatment and per center were also equal in all designs. For all data simulations,

the macro would require a value for µ , which was the mean for the response in the reference group,

and µ + delta, as mean for the response in the treatment group. It should be noted that delta was the

expected treatment difference between the two treatment arms desired to be detected by the trial.

Data simulation was done according to the structure of the design implied by the experimental setting

and the corresponding model. Centers were generated and the corresponding center random effects

were drawn from N(0,σ2
c ). Within each center, blocks were generated and corresponding block ran-

dom effects were drawn from N(0,σ2
b ). Within each block, treatments were assigned to pens with their

corresponding mean response and their center by treatment interaction drawn from N(0,σ2
ct). The pens

generated for every treatment were assigned a random pen effect drawn from N(0,σ2
p). Finally, within

each pen, animals were generated with the corresponding error terms drawn from N(0,σ2). The final

response consisted of the sum of the mean response, the random effects of center, center by treatment

interaction, block and pen and lastly, the residual. Variance parameters required were variance between
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centers, variance of the center by treatment interaction, variance between blocks, variance between pens

and variance of residuals.

2.3.2 Binary Response

It should be recalled that the form of the generalized linear mixed model employed in the binary data

case was given by Equation (2) in Section 2.2.2. For the most complex setting, wherein the trials were

conducted in multiple centers, with GRBD as the blocking design and pen was the experimental unit,

the model was given by:

Yi jklm|b∼ Bernoulli(πi jklm)

logit(πi jklm) = µ + τi + γ j + τγi j +βk( j)+ρl(i jk),

where,
Yi jklm =observation for the mth animal in the lth pen within the kth block, ith treatment and jth center

πi jklm =probability of success for the mth animal in the lth pen within the kth block, ith treatment and

jth center

µ =overall constant

τi =fixed effect of the ith treatment

γ j =random effect of the jth center

τγi j =random interaction effect of the ith treatment and jth center

βk( j) =random effect of the kth block within the jth center

ρl(i jk) =random effect of the lth pen within the kth block, ith treatment and jth center

i =1,2

j =1, .., number of centers

k =1, .., number of blocks within treatment and center

l =1, .., number of pens within block, treatment and center

m =1, .., number of animals within pen

The drawing of the random effects was similar with what was described previously for the continuous

case. The center, center by treatment interaction, block and pen random effects were drawn from normal

distributions with mean zero and the pre-specified variances. However, the random effects were added

to the logit scale, thus, the generation of the individual animal response was quite different for the binary

response, and would be illustrated below.

For clinical trials, though binary response data were in terms of Yes/No or 0/1, the results of the analysis

would be usually presented in proportions or rate such as mortality rate or cure rate. Thus, unlike in the

continuous case where µ denoted the mean response in the reference group, in the case of the binary

data,

µre f = logit(πre f ),

9



wherein πre f is the probability of success in the reference group and µre f is the equivalent value in the

logit scale . In the treatment group, the probability of success could be denoted by πtrt , and could actually

be expressed as πre f +delta, where delta is the expected difference in the probability of successes in the

two groups. Thus, πtrt could be expressed in the logit scale as

µtrt = logit(πtrt) = logit(πre f +delta).

This µre f and µtrt were the mean responses in the logit scale to which the random effects were added.

The usual data simulation scheme was employed for each setting wherein the necessary random effects

were drawn and added to these mean responses depending on treatment. After this sum was generated,

it was transformed back to its probability scale by the expit function as shown below for an animal in

the reference group,

πre f =
exp(µre f + zcenter + zcenter∗trt + zblock + zpen)

1+ exp(µre f + zcenter + zcenter∗trt + zblock + zpen)
.

where,
zcenter ∼ N(0,σ2

c )

zcenter∗trt ∼ N(0,σ2
ct)

zblock ∼ N(0,σ2
b )

zpen ∼ N(0,σ2
p)

This probability then was used to draw a response, Y, from a Bernoulli distribution with a parameter πre f .

The procedure for the treatment group was identical. It should be noted that for binary responses, no ran-

dom errors from a normal distribution were drawn. The last source of variation for the animal response

in the simulations was the generation of the response from a Bernoulli distibution with a probability

parameter which was determined from sum of the mean response in the logit scale and the included

random terms.

2.4 Power Calculation

Power is the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when the alternative hypothesis is true. Thus, in

the settings considered, it is the measure of the ability of the study design to detect a clinically meaning-

ful treatment effect, which would warrant the approval of an experimental drug. This power is dependent

on the hypothesis to be tested, study design, sampling design and the statistical method to be employed

in the analysis [10]. For some statistical models and tests, definite formulations or approximations of the

distribution of the test statistic exist such that power analysis could be done by plugging parameter val-

ues to the mathematical formula, and power is readily calculated. For fixed effects models, for instance,

power could be calculated exactly through noncentral F and noncentral t-distributions for many special

cases such as t -tests and ANOVA [4]. For the case of mixed models however, the distribution of the test

statistic is usually only known under the null hypothesis [24].

It is described in detail in Verbeke (2000) and supported by simulations in Helms (1992) that the dis-
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tribution of the F-statistic for the test of the linear combination of fixed effects could be approximated

by an F-distribution with a non-centrality parameter. One then would only need to sample an ideal data

set once, fit the mixed model of choice, generate the non-centrality parameter and degrees of freedom,

and determine the F-quantile, which would give the probability of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis

under the alternative hypothesis [24]. However, simulations as a means of power calculation is always

a valid approach and may prove to be more accurate than approximations when repeated for a large

number of times[4]. Thus, in this report, this latter option was employed. In addition, non-inferiority

testing involve construction of confidence intervals and comparison of confidence limits with clinically

acceptable margin which was not straightforward in the previously method mentioned.

Power calculations were conducted by simulating 1000 data sets structured according to designs de-

scribed in Section 2.3. The sources of variation immediately followed from the design, and thus, vari-

ances were pre-specified before the simulations. Appropriate mixed models were fitted to the data sets,

and superiority or non-inferiority testing was done depending on the objective. The details of the tests

would be discussed below, but the main goal was calculating the percentage of correctly rejecting the null

hypothesis for all 1000 data sets simulated, giving the approximate power of the specific experimental

design considered.

2.4.1 Superiority Tests

When the aim of the trial is to exhibit superiority of an experimental drug over a standard drug, one is

interested in testing whether the clinically relevant treatment difference, delta, is significantly different

from 0. Thus, for a two-sided superiority trial, the hypotheses tested were

Ho : µtrt −µre f = ∆ = 0

Ha : µtrt −µre f = ∆ 6= 0

a. Continuous Outcome

Using the SAS contrast statements, this testing was done by employing the approximate F-tests

for linear combination of fixed effects proposed in Duchateau (1997), wherein to test the general

linear hypothesis of the of the form,

Ho : C′β = 0
Ha : C′β 6= 0

the distribution of the test statistic,

F =
(C′β̂ )′(C′(X ′V̂−1X)−1C)−1(C′β̂ )

rank(C)
,

is approximated under null by an F-distribution with numerator degrees of freedom equal to

rank(C) and denominator degrees of freedom to be approximated from the data.

b. Binary Outcome

The same procedure for testing the treatment effects was done for the binary outcome using the

approximate F-test for the fixed effects described above for the continuous case. Molenberghs
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(2005) noted that since most generalized mixed models parameters are estimated by fitting linear

mixed models to pseudo-data, which was the case of the simulations done, approximate F and

t-tests for fixed effects directly followed from the linear mixed model framework[19].

In the simulations, significance of treatment difference, and consequently, superiority of treatment were

exhibited when p-values for the mentioned two-sided tests were less than or equal to the specified α

level. In this report, α was set to 0.05. Out of the 1000 data sets, 1000 corresponding analysis were done

and the percentage of significant results gave the power estimate for the experimental design considered.

2.4.2 Non-Inferiority Tests

Non-inferiority trials are conducted to exhibit that the experimental drug has a comparable efficacy to

that of a standard treatment. This is established by choosing ∆NI , which is the clinically acceptable

margin of difference, and testing the following hypothesis

Ho : µtrt −µre f = ∆ > ∆NI

Ha : µtrt −µre f = ∆ < ∆NI.

Nowadays, the standard non-inferiority tests are performed at a one-sided 0.025 level, and results are

reported through confidence intervals [17]. In this report, −∆NI determined the lower bound for the

acceptable margin of treatment difference. When the lower limit of the one-sided (1−α) confidence

interval for the treatment difference was above it, the treatment was demonstrated to be non-inferior.

a. Continuous Outcome

Since it was possible to conduct approximate t-tests for fixed effects in linear mixed models [24],

generation of the two-sided (1−α) confidence interval was straightforward for continuous out-

comes in SAS by using the Estimate option in Proc Mixed. Thus, for a non-inferiority test with

α = .025, where the lower limit of the one-sided 97.5% CI for treatment difference should be

determined, the equivalent lower limit of a two-sided 95% CI was generated from SAS. Non-

inferiority of treatment was demonstrated when this mentioned limit was found to be greater than

−∆NI .

b. Binary Outcome

i. Confidence Interval for Difference of Proportion (Independence Assumption)

The first approach on non-inferiority testing proposed in this report was by constructing

confidence intervals around the difference of proportions, πtrt − πre f , with standard errors

computed assuming independence of the two proportions. Analysis were constrained for the

fixed effects by setting random effects equal to zero and from Equation 2, the proportion

immediately followed as

π =
exp(Xβ )

1+ exp(Xβ )
.

The standard error assuming independence was given by

σ̂(πtrt −πre f ) =

√
πtrt(1−πtrt)

ntrt
+

πre f (1−πre f )

nre f
.
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Constructing the Wald confidence interval by substituting πi with π̂i would give

π̂trt − π̂re f ±Z α

2
σ̂( ˆπtrt − ˆπre f )

However, Agresti noted that this interval performs poorly for small n[1]. In this report then,

the t-statistic was used to build the CI as this would be a more conservative approach than

employing the Z-statistic for small sample sizes, and would of course generate approxi-

mately the same CI when the sample size is large. The degrees of freedom used was equal

to the denominator degrees of freedom approximated for the t-tests on treatment fixed effect

with the motivation that the same sources of variation specific for the design should be ac-

counted for when testing the difference of proportions.

The alternative C.I considered in this report then was

π̂trt − π̂re f ± t α

2
(v)σ̂( ˆπtrt − ˆπre f )

ii. Confidence Interval for Difference of Proportion (Delta Method)

The method above assumed independence of the proportions from the treatment and the

reference groups. This, of course, was a very strong assumption. Alternatively, another

way of approximating variances was through the delta method. Agresti (2006) elaborately

discussed how it could be done to several logistic parameters. In a nutshell, when Tn is

asymptotically normal, wherein

√
n(Tn−θ) d

−→ N(0,σ2),

then an estimator g(Tn) which is a function of Tn is also asymptotically normal such that

√
n[g(Tn)−g(θ)] d

−→ N(0, [g′(θ)]2σ
2).

Molenberghs (2005) noted that for fixed effects in GLMMs, asymptotic normality follows

from the central limit theorem on β̂ . Since πtrt and πre f are just functions of parameters in

β̂ , the delta method on deriving standard errors offered a reasonable alternative so that the

independence assumption in the previously mentioned method would not be necessary any-

more. Within this framework, the standard error of (πtrt−πre f ) was derived. The derivation

proceeded by letting

πtrt =
exp(α +β )

1+ exp(α +β )
and πre f =

exp(α)

1+ exp(α)
(4)
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Through delta method the variance of πtrt −πre f was approximated below by

Vd(πtrt −πre f ) =

[
∂ (πtrt −πre f )

∂α

]2

V (α)+

[
∂ (πtrt −πre f )

∂β

]2

V (β )

+2
∂ (πtrt −πre f )

∂α

∂ (πtrt −πre f )

∂β
Cov(α,β ).

Detailed derivations were included in the Appendix, and it could be shown that,

∂ (πtrt −πre f )

∂α
=πtrt(1−πtrt)−πre f (1−πre f )

∂ (πtrt −πre f )

∂β
=πtrt(1−πtrt),

and the approximated variance for the difference of proportions would be given by

Vd(πtrt −πre f ) =π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2V (α +β )+π
2
re f (1−πre f )

2V (α)

−2πtrt(1−πtrt)∗πre f (1−πre f )
[
V (α)+Cov(α,β )

]
.

However, also through delta method and were shown in the Appendix, the individual vari-

ances of πtrt and πre f could be approximated by

Vd(πtrt) =π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2V (α +β )

Vd(πre f ) =π
2
re f (1−πre f )

2V (α),

such that the variance of the difference of proportions could be further expressed in terms of

the variances of the individual proportions,

Vd(πtrt −πre f ) =Vd(πtrt)+Vd(πre f )−2πtrt(1−πtrt)∗πre f (1−πre f )
[
V (α)+Cov(α,β )

]
.

SAS could generate estimates for all the terms in the equation above. Thus, this approxi-

mated standard error could be calculated when fitting GLMMs giving the following (1−α)

two-sided confidence interval,

π̂trt − π̂re f ±Z α

2

√
V̂d( ˆπtrt − ˆπre f ).

Alternatively, to take into account the design and the presence of random effects in the

model, the CI constructed using the t-distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the one

approximated for the test of the treatment fixed effect was used with the same motivation

above, and was given by the following,

π̂trt − π̂re f ± t α

2
(v)
√

V̂d( ˆπtrt − ˆπre f ).

iii. Confidence Interval for Odds Ratio

The last approach investigated in this report to test non-inferiority for binary outcome was

testing through CIs of Odds ratios. It should be recalled when proportions could be expressed
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as in Equation 4, the odds ratio was given by

OR = exp(β ).

Agresti noted that log(OR) is approximately normal and its (1−α) two-sided confidence

interval could be approximated by

log(ÔR)± z α

2

√
V̂ (log(ÔR)),

and the (1−α) two-sided confidence interval for the OR is calculated by exponentiating the

limits of this interval. In the case of GLMMs fitted in this report, log(OR), which was equal

to β , have the following (1−α) two-sided confidence interval, wherein the distribution used

was the t-distribution with the approximated degrees of freedom for this fixed effect,

β̂ ± t α

2
(v)
√

V̂ (β̂ ),

The (1−α) two-sided confidence interval for OR then was derived by exponentiating the

corresponding limits.

Furthermore, since the acceptable margin of difference, ∆NI , was expressed in difference of

proportions, there was a need to express this limit in terms of odds ratio, which was done in

the following manner,

∆Odds−NI =

πre f−∆Ni
1−(πre f−∆Ni)

πre f
1−πre f

Testing was done by comparing the lower limit of the (1−α) two-sided confidence interval

generated for the odds ratio to ∆Odds−NI . When the lower limit was greater than ∆Odds−NI ,

the treatment showed non-inferiority.

All confidence interval construction described were for a two-sided (1−α) CI, however, it should

be noted that only the lower limit of these CIs were compared to the acceptable clinical margin of

difference such that the actual inferiority tests conducted were one-sided with significance level

equal to α

2 . For instance, for non-inferiority tests with 97.5% level of confidence, two-sided 95%

CI lower limits were compared to ∆NI . But this lower limit was still equal to the lower limit of

a one-sided 97.5% C.I, thus, the testing was still done in accordance to the non-inferiority test

desired. Similar with the procedure employed in the superiority tests, power was estimated by

calculating the percentage of significantly non-inferior results over the total number of simulated

data sets.
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3 Results

3.1 Superiority Tests

3.1.1 Single Center - Animal as EU - Continuous Response

Through the simulations, power was calculated for the different experimental designs. The parameters

used for the first setting, where block was the only random effect, were tabulated in Table 2. It should

also be noted that for the data in the CRD setup, no block variability was included during data gen-

eration, and thus, they were less variable. The simulations were done in such a way that the absolute

treatment difference (∆) and the variance of the residual (σ2
res) were the same for all blocking designs.

For a standardized delta (∆std) of 50%, more or less 30 animals for each treatment were needed to achieve

an acceptable power of 80% (Table 3). It could be seen that across the three blocking designs, power was

still comparable even though data from the blocked designs had a larger total variance. It is thus shown

how blocking helped to generate efficient estimates for the treatment difference in the two scenarios con-

sidered, wherein the between block variance constituted 60% of the total variance. Table 3 also showed

that for a smaller treatment difference desired to be detected, ∆std = 25% for instance, the lower was the

power for the design. More subjects then should be included in the study to achieve an acceptable power.

Parameter Scenario 1 Scenario 2 - ∆ decreased

RCBD/ GRBD CRD RCBD/GRBD CRD

σ2
block 0.15 60% 0.15 60%

σ2
res 0.10 40% 0.10 100% 0.10 40% 0.10 100%

σ2
total 0.25 100% 0.10 100% 0.25 100% 0.10 100%

σtotal 0.50 0.32 0.50 0.32

∆ 0.25 0.25 0.125 0.125

∆std = ∆

σtotal
0.50 0.79 0.25 0.40

Table 2: Pre-specified Parameters in Setting A: Single Center, Animal as EU, Continuous Outcome

Furthermore, varying the values for intra-block correlation, given by,

ρb =
σ2

block

σ2
total

was done to investigate on its consequences on power. Using the parameters in Scenario 1 from Table

2 and a GRBD design having five blocks per treatment, it could be seen from the simulation results

in Figure 1 that the greater was the intrablock correlation, wherein subjects within a block were more

homogeneous, the more powerful was the design.
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Power

Design Blocks
Animal/
Block/
Treatment

Animal/
Treatment

Convergence (%) (∆std = 50%) (∆std = 25%)

CRD - 12 12 - 44.5 15.0
- 20 20 - 69.2 23.1
- 30 30 - 83.8 31.6
- 40 40 - 92.8 42.7

GRBD 3 4 12 100.0 45.3 14.1
5 4 20 100.0 66.7 20.7
6 5 30 100.0 86.5 31.1

10 4 40 100.0 92.9 39.5

RCBD 12 1 12 100.0 41.3 14.2
20 1 20 100.0 67.3 22.8
30 1 30 100.0 82.7 32.0
40 1 40 100.0 93.7 41.0

***For CRD: ∆std = 80%,40%, respectively. Convergence status is NA: there are no random effects included.

Table 3: Power for Setting A: Single Center, Animal as EU, Continuous Outcome, Superiority
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Figure 1: Power for Setting A: Single Center, Animal as EU, Continuous Outcome, Superiority with
varying Intrablock Correlation (GRBD with 5 blocks)
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3.1.2 Single Center - Pen as EU - Continuous Response

For the third setting, the main design feature was having pen as the experimental unit. Two scenarios

were looked at to compare results if σ2
pen was increased, and consequently,

ρp =
σ2

p

σ2
total

,

such that animals within a cluster were more correlated (Table 6).

Parameter Scenario 1 Scenario 2 - σ2
pen increased

2-9 RCBD/ GRBD CRD RCBD/GRBD CRD

σ2
pen 0.15 38% 0.15 60% 0.24 60% 0.24 96%

σ2
block 0.15 38% 0% 0.15 38% 0%

σ2
res 0.10 25% 0.10 40% 0.01 3% 0.01 4%

σ2
total 0.40 100% 0.25 100% 0.40 100% 0.25 100%

σtotal 0.63 0.50 0.63 0.50
∆abs 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
∆std = ∆

σtotal
0.79 1.00 0.79 1.00

Table 4: Pre-specified Parameters in Setting B: Single Center, Pen as EU, Continuous Outcome

Power (∆S = 80%)

Design Blocks
Pen/
Block/
Treatment

Animal/
Pen/
Block/
Treatment

Pen/
Treatment

Animal/
Treatment

Conver-
gence (%) σpen: 38% σPen:60%

CRD - 2 8 2 16 100.0 9.8 8.6

- 2 16 2 32 100.0 11.6 9.2

- 2 40 2 80 100.0 12.0 8.4

- 8 2 8 16 100.0 54.1 46.6

- 16 2 16 32 100.0 85.8 77.5

- 40 2 40 80 100.0 99.9 99.5

GRBD 2 4 2 8 16 100.0 52.0 45.3

2 8 2 16 32 100.0 85.3 79.3

2 20 2 40 80 100.0 99.9 99.3

RCBD 8 1 2 8 16 100.0 45.5 38.8

16 1 2 16 32 100.0 81.7 75.7

40 1 2 40 80 100.0 99.8 99.1

***For CRD: σ2
pen: 60%, 96%, respectively.

Table 5: Power for Setting B: Single Center, Pen as EU, Continuous Outcome, Superiority

Unlike in the previous settings where power was increased when between block variability was higher,

in this setting, the more variation was present between the pens, implying higher intracluster correlation,
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the lesser was the power of the design (Table 5). In addition, focusing on the settings for the CRD de-

sign, where simulations were done to compare the consequences on power if the number of animals per

pen was increased and the number of pens was fixed to 2, it could be seen that power did not improve

substantially even if the number of animals was increased tremendously such that it was doubled or

five-fold. However, a drastic increase in power was generated for simulated trials with the same number

of animals but with more pens.

Further comparison was done to observe power when the number of pens were fixed and the number of

animals per pen were increased. It could be seen from Figure 2 that even when the number of animals

per pen were increased in extremely large values, power seemed to stabilize and reach a certain ceiling.

Specifically for trials with 10 pens per block with parameters equal to that of Scenario 1 (Table 4) with

pen variability comprising 38% of the total variability, power did not reach the acceptable level of 80%

even when there were already 30 animals per pen included or an equivalent of 600 animals for a trial

employing GRBD with 2 blocks design.
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10 Pens/Block

Figure 2: Power for Setting B: Single Center, Pen as EU, Continuous Outcome, Superiority with varying
Number of Animals per Pen (GRBD with 2 Blocks)

3.1.3 Multi-Center - Animal as EU - Continuous Response

The second setting considered for the simulations have parameters used for the simulations listed in

Table 4. For Scenario 2, σ2
center was increased, and for Scenario 3, σ2

center∗trt was increased to observe

their influences on power of the design.
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Parameter Scenario 1 Scenario 2 - σ2
center increased Scenario 3 - σ2

center∗trt increased

RCBD/ GRBD CRD RCBD/ GRBD CRD RCBD/ GRBD CRD

σ2
center 0.04 13% 0.04 27% 0.10 33% 0.10 67% 0.04 13% 0.04 27%

σ2
center∗trt 0.01 3% 0.01 7% 0.01 3% 0.01 7% 0.06 20% 0.06 40%

σ2
block 0.15 50% 0.15 50% 0.15 50%

σ2
res 0.10 33% 0.10 67% 0.04 13% 0.04 27% 0.05 17% 0.05 33%

σ2
total 0.30 100% 0.15 100% 0.30 100% 0.15 100% 0.30 100% 0.15 100%

σtotal 0.55 0.39 0.55 0.39 0.55 0.39

∆abs 0.275 0.275 0.275 0.275 0.275 0.275

∆std = ∆

σtotal
0.50 0.71 0.50 0.71 0.50 0.71

Table 6: Pre-specified Parameters in Setting C: Multi-Center, Animal as EU, Continuous Outcome,
Superiority

As with blocking, taking into account the effect of center proved to be beneficial for the power of a

design. It could be seen in Table 7 that when there was a considerable center variability, power was in-

creased as more variation attributed to center was taken into account, and the corresponding significance

tests had a lower residual variability.

Since the models took into account the center by treatment effect, the tests for significance were de-

pendent on σ2
center∗trt , and the corresponding degrees of freedom would follow on the number of centers

included in the study. More centers would give more degrees of freedom to the significance tests, thus

giving them more power. This is shown in Figure 3, wherein given the same number of animals, simu-

lated trials which had 10 centers, easily achieved higher power compared to those with 5 centers only.

The effect of increasing the center by treatment interaction variability on power was also investigated.

In Table 7, it could be seen that in Scenario 3, when the center by treatment interaction variability was

increased, implying a greater degree of differences in the effect of treatment across centers, power was

reduced. Again, since σ2
center∗trt was not separated from σ2 when testing for the significance of treatment

effect, it added to the noise that blurred the estimation of the effect, thus, reducing the power.
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Power (∆std = 50%)

Design Centers
Block/
Center/
Treatment

Animals/
Block/
Treatment

Animals/
Center/
Treatment

Animals/
Treatment

Conver-
gence (%)

Scenario 1
Scenario 2
σ2

center

increased

Scenario 3
σ2

center∗trt

increased

CRD 3 - 4 4 12 100.0 2.4 13.8 7.6
5 - 4 4 20 100.0 34.3 61.2 22.0

10 - 3 3 30 100.0 74.5 95.3 50.9
10 - 4 4 40 100.0 81.7 97.0 51.8
20 - 4 4 80 100.0 99.7 100.0 86.1

GRBD 3 2 2 4 12 100.0 4.0 14.7 7.9
5 2 2 4 20 100.0 38.3 73.0 33.3
8 2 2 4 32 100.0 75.4 96.6 63.3

10 2 2 4 40 100.0 87.4 99.0 75.4
20 2 2 4 80 100.0 99.8 100.0 97.6

RCBD 3 4 1 4 12 100.0 4.4 15.9 3.6
5 4 1 4 20 100.0 41.4 78.7 41.0

10 3 1 3 30 100.0 78.4 99.0 78.5
10 4 1 4 40 100.0 89.7 99.8 88.5
20 4 1 4 80 100.0 99.8 100.0 99.8

***For exact proportion of variances, please refer to Table 6

Table 7: Power for Setting C: Multi-Center, Animal as EU, Continuous Outcome, Superiority
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Figure 3: Power for Setting C: Multi-Center, Animal as EU, Continuous Outcome, Superiority with
varying Number of Centers (GRBD with 2 blocks per Center)

3.1.4 Multi-Center Pen as EU - Continuous Response

The same findings regarding the effects of varying the between block, center and pen variabilities were

observed for the last and the most complex setting which were trials having multi-center location and

pen as the experimental unit. Detailed results could be found in Table A2 in the Appendix. Results for

superiority testing in the binary settings were also tabulated in the mentioned section (Tables A3-A6).
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3.2 Non-inferiority Tests

For non-inferiority tests of continuous outcomes, it was already mentioned in the methodology that

the method was straightforward as SAS generated confidence intervals for treatment differences using

the approximate t-distributions. The results then were similar to what was observed with the superi-

ority tests described above. Results exhibited below then were from non-inferiority testing of binary

responses where three methods of constructing confidence intervals were employed.

3.2.1 Single Center Animal as EU - Binary Response

For the most simple setting wherein simulated trials were single-centered and animal was the experi-

mental unit, it is shown in Table 8 that non-inferiority tests using CI for πtrt −πre f (Independence) and

CI for πtrt −πre f (Delta Method) generated very similar results, with the latter consistently having the

higher value. CI for odds ratio, on the other hand, proved to be the most conservative of all methods

giving the lowest powers in all scenarios simulated as this CI is usually wider because of the skewness

resulting from the transformation from the logit scale [11]. These findings were also observed in Settings

B and C shown in Tables A7-A8 in the Appendix.

Power

Design Block
Animals/
Block/
Treatment

Animals/
Treatment

Convergence (%) πtrt − πre f
(Indep)

πtrt − πre f
(Delta)

Odds
Ratio

CRD - 12 12 100.0 19.7 19.7 10.4

- 20 20 100.0 27.3 27.3 18.3

- 40 40 100.0 49.4 49.4 36.8

- 80 80 100.0 77.4 77.4 61.6

GRBD 6 2 12 96.0 12.5 15.0 9.9

10 2 20 100.0 22.5 27.0 16.7

20 2 40 100.0 45.1 48.1 37.2

40 2 80 98.2 77.5 79.6 64.1

RCBD 12 1 12 96.3 14.6 16.2 10.8

20 1 20 99.6 22.5 24.5 17.9

40 1 40 100.0 47.9 49.7 38.3

80 1 80 100.0 79.2 80.3 64.8

πtrt = 0.65, πre f = 0.75, ∆NI = 0.30, σ2
block = 0.15

Table 8: Power for Setting A: Single Center, Animal as EU, Binary Outcome, Non-Inferiority

3.2.2 Multi-Center Pen as EU - Binary Response

For the most complex setting, however, where simulated trials were done in multi-centers with pen as

the experimental unit, results in Table 9 showed that non-inferiority tests using the CI for πtrt − πre f

(Independence)was the most conservative, generating most of the the lowest powers across the different

settings. The assumption of independence then became too stringent for this design. The highest powers
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were still derived for tests which used the CI for πtrt −πre f (Delta Method). And CI for OR had power

values which were usually within the generated estimates from the two previously mentioned methods.

Power

Design Centers Block/
Center

Pens/
Block/
Trt

Animals/
Pen

Animals/
Trt

Pens/
Trt

Conver-
gence (%)

πtrt − πre f
(Indep)

πtrt − πre f
(Delta)

Odds
Ratio

CRD 4 - 4 2 32 16 99.8 4.5 6.3 3.4

4 - 10 2 80 40 96.1 14.7 26.4 15.6

4 - 20 2 160 80 91.3 24.2 59.7 43.2

8 - 10 2 160 80 92.4 70.3 88.2 74.7

GRBD 4 2 2 2 32 16 98.9 4.2 6.5 2.2

4 2 5 2 80 40 96.6 9.9 25.5 12.7

4 2 10 2 160 80 85.2 19.1 62.7 44.8

8 2 5 2 160 80 93.0 65.1 88.0 76.0

RCBD 4 4 1 2 32 16 99.0 4.0 6.6 2.9

4 10 1 2 80 40 93.1 12.4 26.0 16.6

4 20 1 2 160 80 83.7 27.5 61.8 45.5

8 10 1 2 160 80 89.8 72.4 90.5 79.3

:πtrt = 0.65, πre f = 0.75, ∆NI = 0.30, σ2
center = 0.20, σ2

center∗trt = 0.005, σ2
block = 0.15, σ2

pen = 0.10

Table 9: Power for Setting D: Multi-Center, Pen as EU, Binary Outcome, Non-Inferiority

It should also be noted that for small sample sizes, such as 16 and 40 pens, CI for πtrt −πre f (Indepen-

dence) and CI for OR were very conservative, generating very low powers compared to CI for πtrt−πre f

(Delta Method). But for larger sample sizes of 80 pens, power generated from CI for OR increased more

rapidly than that of CI for πtrt −πre f (Independence). It is seen here that even for larger sample sizes,

for complex designs, the independence assumption, again, generated wider CIs for difference of pro-

portions which were not independent at all. Also, for small sample sizes, CI for odds was conservative,

as expected because of the wider intervals generated during the transformation of limits of the log odds

(β ). But as the samples became large, the CI performed better, which was again an expected result for a

large-sample method such as this [1].

Finally, it should be noted that CI for πtrt−πre f (Delta Method) and CI of odds ratio methods generated

similar power results across different blocking designs, while CI for πtrt −πre f (Independence) seemed

to be affected by the design. For instance, in settings where there were 4 Center and 80 pens per treat-

ment, power for tests using CI for πtrt−πre f (Independence) had noticeably varying power calculations

for CRD (24.5), GRBD(19.1) and RCBD (30.3), while for the other two methods, power seemed to be

stable across the different blocking designs. It is, thus, exhibited again that the CI with the independence

assumption was unable to take into account the complexity of the design and the consequence of having

more random error terms in the model.
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4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this report, data simulations, though rigorous and time-consuming, proved to be useful in calculating

power of clinical trials with complex designs, and was able to monitor convergence to identify settings

that would pose potential convergence issues in the actual data analysis given that such designs would

be implemented. The modelling technology of Proc Mixed and Proc Glimmix was used to fit corre-

sponding Linear Mixed Models and Generalized Linear Mixed Models which were chosen as the most

appropriate modelling framework for the experimental designs considered.

Compared to the approximation of the non-central F-distribution approach in calculating power de-

scribed in Verbeke (2000) [24], where an exemplary data set is generated once, the simulation method

could additionally monitor convergence rate of mixed models fitted addressing one of the objectives of

this project. Furthermore, comparison of confidence limits with the pre-specified margin, which is the

standard way of doing non-inferiority testing [23], was not staightforward in the power approximation

method especially for binary outcomes, but was easily conducted during simulations once the appropri-

ate confidence intervals were constructed.

Most non-inferiority testing for clinical trials with binary outcomce were done using difference of pro-

portions or odds ratios [23]. To conduct non-inferiority testing then in the simulations, the standard errors

of the difference of proportions, π̂trt |bi− π̂re f |bi, or that of the odds ratio were needed, but the former was

not provided by SAS as it would only give out estimates and confidence intervals for parameters in the

logit scale and the corresponding mean equivalent using the ilink option [18]. For the analyses done with

binomial outcomes, these mean estimates then corresponded to the predicted conditional probabilities

of success, π̂trt |bi = 0, π̂re f |bi = 0 in the treatment and reference groups, and standard error estimates

were only available for them. Thus, two methods were proposed to construct the confidence interval

for the difference of proportions to conduct the non-inferiority tests. The first one was by calculating

the standard error of the difference using the individual standard error estimates for each proportion,

assuming indepence. The second one was by approximating the standard error of the difference through

the delta method, assuming that this estimate was asymptotically normal, and that it could be expressed

as a function of parameters α and β , which were the estimates in the logit scale with standard error

estimates available after fitting a GLMM in Proc Glimmix. The last method for non-inferiority testing

was by using the confidence interval constructed for the odds ratio, which was readily available from the

mentioned model fitting procedure.

For the simple to moderately complex designs such as Settings A B and C, the first two methods for

non-inferiority testing generated very close results, while the tests using CI for OR proved to be very

conservative, generating the lowest powers for the settings simulated. This was because the CIs derived

were wider due to the enhanced skewness resulting from the transformation of the logit confidence limits
[11]. It was also shown in literature that given the same precision level with other parameters such as

means and proportions, calculation of sample size based on odds ratio would require a larger sample

size [16].

For the most complex design, which was Setting D, wherein simulated trials were multi-centered and pen
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was the experimental unit, CI for difference of proportions (Independence) generated power estimates

which were comparably lower than the other two methods, showing that the assumption of independence

was problematic especially for complex designs which employed mixed models with three or more ran-

dom effects. For all settings considered, CI for difference of proportions (Delta Method) generated the

highest power estimates, which was expected since it did not have the constraint of the independence as-

sumption. Furthermore, it was observed that CI for difference of proportions (Delta Method) and CI for

OR had stable estimates across the blocking designs, CRD, RCBD and GRBD, implying the ability of

the tests to account for the variation between blocks. It should be noted that when the association is not

strong, the odds ratio CI would perform well even for small sample sizes.[2] For most of non-inferiority

trials then, where usually, the new treatment is not expected to differ with the reference treatment, thus

there is no strong association, this CI could be used as a conservative check for power calculated for

complex designs.

For the simulations in general, it was observed that when intrablock correlation was larger, power was

higher. This was due to the fact that subjects within a block were more correlated, thus, more ho-

mogeneous, and the estimation of treatment effect was more efficient[20]. For trials with pen as the

experimental unit, however, increasing the intracluster correlation reduced the power of the design. In

fact, for some setups simulated where the number of pens were fixed, there was a certain ceiling for

power even when the number of animals per pen were greatly increased. This was in agreement with the

effective sample size concept and information limit for clustered experiments [8]. For settings with mul-

tiple centers, larger between center variability taken away from the residual variance allowed for more

efficient estimates [9] , and consequently, generated higher power for the design. However, inclusion of

the random center and random center by treatment interaction effects implied that there should be an

enough number of centers to estimate these effects. It was exhibited in the simulations that increasing

the number of centers greatly elevated the power of the designs. It should be noted that in literature, five

centers were even recommended as a minimum number of center to generate stable variance estimates.[3]

Moreover, testing of treatment effect for this setting was dependent on the center by treatment interaction

variation, thus, this directly affected power estimates. It should be noted that in Table 7, for Scenario

3 where σ2
center∗trt was increased, and σ2 was decreased, power was still reduced mainly because the

former was still used in testing for the significance of treatment effect. This was not the case for σ2
center,

which when accounted for, was totally taken out from the MSE used for the testing.

Results above were expected from the mixed models framework, thus, exhibiting that the simulation

method for power calculation was able to mimic experimental designs of interest through its data gen-

eration and the significance tests employed. However, knowledge on the random effects were necessary

to use this tool. Data from pilot studies should be available, otherwise, appropriately sound estimates

should be provided by the clinicians[6]. Furthermore, for simulated designs with small sample sizes, it is

possible that the variance components would not be estimated well, hence, it is recommended to check

their empirical value from the simulations, and to compare power calculations using the approximation

of the non-central F-distribution method[18].

It is also worth noting that the Generalized Linear Mixed Models fitted for the binary outcomes gen-
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erated estimates which had a conditional interpretation given the random effects. For clinical trials,

though, it is the marginal treatment effect of the drug which is of interest. It was, however, pointed out

by Agresti (2006) that effect which is significant in the conditional model would usually be significant

in the marginal model and the model choice would not influence inferential conclusions on the said

parameter. In this report, all testing were limited to the fixed effects parameters in the random effects

model.

For most of the simulations, there was no considerable convergence issue encountered. Models used to

analyze continuous outcomes generally had 100% convergence rates. The figures were slightly lower for

models fitted to binary data but were generally above 90%. It was crucial to monitor this during simula-

tions to verify if the power estimates generated were indeed reliable and were based on a large number

of converged models. For the case of some blocked designs in Table 9, where low convergence rates of

85.2%, 83.7% and 89.8% were observed, power estimates generated should be critically considered.

In conclusion, SAS macros used in the simulations were able to calculate power for complex designed

veterinary clinical trials considered for which no analytical formulas were readily available. Addition-

ally, it monitored convergence rates, which would be a good measure of the reliability of power estimates

generated. This tool is then recommended to be used in future experimental design planning to ensure

that sufficient animals would be included in the trial to warrant a power level that would enable the trial

to detect the desired magnitude of treatment difference if it indeed exists. In addition, three methods of

testing for non-inferiority trials with binary outcomes were proposed. The method using the CI for dif-

ference of proportions (Independence) exhibited a certain inability to handle the most complex designs.

The method using the CI for odds ratio proved to be conservative in all setups considered. In contrast,

the method using the CI for difference of proportions (Delta Method) did not suffer from these limita-

tions. Further investigation on the behavior of these CIs when applied to other experimental settings is

recommended.
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A Appendix

A.1 Derivation of the Variance of Difference of Proportions (Delta Method)

Variance of πre f

Let πre f =
exp α

1+exp α
, by delta method,

V (πre f ) =

[
∂πre f

∂α

]2

V (α)

∂πre f

∂α
=

∂

∂α

[
exp α

1+ exp α

]
=

exp α

(1+ exp α)2 =
exp α

(1+ exp α)
∗ 1
(1+ exp α)

∂πre f

∂α
= πre f (1−πre f ). (A1)

Thus,

V (πre f ) = π
2
re f (1−πre f )

2V (α). (A2)

Variance of πtrt

Let πtrt =
exp (α+β )

1+exp (α+β ) , by delta method,

V (πtrt) =

[
∂πtrt
∂α

]2

V (α)+

[
∂πtrt
∂β

]2

V (β )+2 ∂πtrt
∂α

∂πtrt
∂β

Cov(α,β )

∂πtrt

∂α
=

∂

∂ (α)

[
exp (α +β )

1+ exp (α +β )

]
=

exp (α +β )

[1+ exp (α +β )]2

=
exp (α +β )

1+ exp (α +β )
∗ 1

1+ exp (α +β )

∂πtrt

∂α
= πtrt(1−πtrt) (A3)

Similarly,

∂πtrt

∂β
= πtrt(1−πtrt) (A4)

V (πtrt) =π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2V (α)+π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2V (β )+2π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2Cov(α +β )

=π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2[V (α)+V (β )+2Cov(α,β )]

Thus,

V (πtrt) = π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2V (α +β ). (A5)

Variance of πtrt −πre f

Let πtrt −πre f =
exp (α+β )

1+exp (α+β ) −
exp (α)

1+exp (α) , by delta method,



V (πtrt −πre f ) =

[
∂ (πtrt−πre f )

∂α

]2

V (α)+

[
∂ (πtrt−πre f )

∂β

]2

V (β )+2 ∂ (πtrt−πre f )

∂α

∂ (πtrt−πre f )

∂β
Cov(α,β )

∂ (πtrt −πre f )

∂α
=

∂πtrt

∂α
−

∂πre f

∂α

=πtrt(1−πtrt)−πre f (1−πre f ) from A1 and A3

∂ (πtrt −πre f )

∂β
=

∂πtrt

∂β
−

∂πre f

∂β

=πtrt(1−πtrt) from A4

V (πtrt −πre f ) =[πtrt(1−πtrt)−πre f (1−πre f )]
2V (α)+ [πtrt(1−πtrt)]

2V (β )

+2[πtrt(1−πtrt)−πre f (1−πre f )](πre f (1−πre f )Cov(α,β )

=π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2V (α)+π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2V (β )+2π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2Cov(α,β )

+π
2
re f (1−πre f )

2V (α)

−2πtrt(1−πtrt)πre f (1−πre f )V (α)−2πtrt(1−πtrt)πre f (1−πre f )Cov(α,β )

=π
2
trt(1−πtrt)

2V (α +β )+π
2
re f (1−πre f )

2V (α)

−2πtrt(1−πtrt)πre f (1−πre f )V (α)−2πtrt(1−πtrt)πre f (1−πre f )Cov(α,β )

Thus,

V (πtrt −πre f ) =V (πtrt)+V (πre f )−2πtrt(1−πtrt)πre f (1−πre f )[V (α)+Cov(α,β )] (A6)

from A2 and A5.

A.2 Auxiliary Results

A.2.1 Superiority Testing - Continuous Outcome

Parameter RCBD/ GRBD CRD
σ2

center 0.04 9% 0.04 13%
σ2

center∗trt 0.01 2% 0.01 3%
σ2

pen 0.15 33% 0.15 50%
σ2

block 0.15 33% 0%
σ2

res 0.10 22% 0.10 33%
σ2

total 0.45 100% 0.30 100%
σtotal 0.67 0.55
∆abs 0.54 0.54
∆std = ∆

σtotal
0.80 0.99

Table A1: Pre-specified Parameters in Setting D: Multi-Center, Pen as EU, Continuous Outcome



Design Centers Blocks/
Center

Pens/
Block/
Center/
Trt

Animals/
Pen/
Block/
Center/
Trt

Total
Animals/
Trt

Total
Pens/ Trt

Conver Power

CRD 4 - 4 2 32 16 100.0 46.7

4 - 10 2 80 40 100.0 83.2

4 - 20 2 160 80 100.0 94.4

8 - 10 2 160 80 100.0 100.0

GRBD 4 2 2 2 32 16 100.0 44.9

4 2 5 2 80 40 100.0 88.0

4 2 10 2 160 80 100.0 97.5

8 2 5 2 160 80 100.0 100.0

RCBD 4 4 1 2 32 16 100.0 60.1

4 10 1 2 80 40 100.0 93.0

4 20 1 2 160 80 100.0 99.7

8 10 1 2 160 80 100.0 100.0

Table A2: Power for Setting D: Multi-Center, Pen as EU, Continuous Outcome, Superiority

A.2.2 Superiority Testing - Binary Outcome

Design Blocks
Animal/
Block/
Treatment

Animal/
Treatment

Convergence (%) Power

CRD 0 12 12 100.0 18.2

20 20 100.0 44.1

40 40 100.0 82.4

80 80 100.0 98.0

GRBD 3 4 12 96.4 20.0

5 4 20 99.7 44.5

10 4 40 99.5 79.1

20 4 80 99.2 96.9

RCBD 12 1 12 97.6 19.1

20 1 20 99.9 40.6

40 1 40 100.0 77.8

80 1 80 100.0 97.3

πtrt = 0.75, πre f = 0.45, σ2
block = 0.15

Table A3: Power for Setting A: Single Center, Animal as EU, Binary Outcome, Superiority



Design Blocks
Pen/
Block/
Treatment

Animal/
Pen/
Block/
Treatment

Pen/
Treatment

Animal/
Treatment

Convergence (%) Power

CRD - 2 8 2 16 98.9 0.0

- 2 16 2 32 99.4 0.5

- 2 40 2 80 99.3 19.1

- 2 80 2 160 98.7 38.1

- 8 2 8 16 99.1 22.6

- 16 2 16 32 100.0 59.4

- 40 2 40 80 100.0 96.3

- 80 2 80 160 98.9 100.0

GRBD 2 4 2 8 16 98.8 21.0

2 8 2 16 32 99.2 61.0

2 20 2 40 80 98.7 96.7

2 40 2 80 160 98.0 100.0

RCBD 8 1 2 8 16 99.5 20.0

16 1 2 16 32 99.9 57.4

40 1 2 40 80 99.0 96.4

80 1 2 80 160 98.7 100.0

πtrt = 0.75, πre f = 0.45, σ2
block = 0.15, σ2

pen = 0.10

Table A4: Power for Setting B: Single Center, Pen as EU, Binary Outcome, Superiority

Design Centers
Block/
Center/
Treatment

Animals/
Block/
Treatment

Animals/
Center/
Treatment

Animals/
Treatment

Convergence (%) Power

CRD(*) 3 0 4 4 12 96.6 0.0

5 0 4 4 20 99.2 10.6

10 0 4 4 40 99.7 62.6

20 0 4 4 80 99.0 95.6

GRBD 3 2 2 4 12 96.2 0.0

5 2 2 4 20 99.8 10.6

10 2 2 4 40 99.3 63.3

20 2 2 4 80 98.8 94.1

RCBD(*) 3 4 1 4 12 97.4 0.0

5 4 1 4 20 99.5 8.6

10 4 1 4 40 100.0 60.0

20 4 1 4 80 99.2 94.3

πtrt = 0.75, πre f = 0.45, σ2
block = 0.15, σ2

center = 0.20, σ2
center∗trt = 0.005

Table A5: Power for Setting C: Multi-Center, Animal as EU, Binary Outcome, Superiority



Design Centers Blocks/
Center

Pens/
Block/
Center/
Trt

Animals/
Pen/
Block/
Center/
Trt

Total
Animals/
Trt

Total
Pens/ Trt

Conver Power

CRD 4 - 4 2 32 16 99.8 9.5

4 - 10 2 80 40 94.7 54.2

4 - 20 2 160 80 92.2 89.4

8 - 10 2 160 80 93.3 99.2

GRBD 4 2 2 2 32 16 99.1 9.2

4 2 5 2 80 40 95.3 55.5

4 2 10 2 160 80 87.5 89.7

8 2 5 2 160 80 94.0 99.1

RCBD 4 4 1 2 32 16 99.7 10.2

4 10 1 2 80 40 93.4 54.4

4 20 1 2 160 80 84.7 89.4

8 10 1 2 160 80 89.1 99.6

πtrt = 0.75, πre f = 0.45, σ2
block = 0.15, σ2

pen = 0.10, σ2
center = 0.20, σ2

center∗trt = 0.005

Table A6: Power for Setting D: Multi-Center, Pen as EU, Binary Outcome, Superiority

A.2.3 Non-Inferiority Testing - Binary Outcome

Power

Design Blocks Pens/
Block/ Trt

Animals/
Pen/
Block/ Trt

Total
Pens/ Trt

Total Ani-
mals/ Trt

Convergence (%) πtrt − πre f
(Indep)

πtrt − πre f
(Delta)

Odds
Ratio

CRD - 2 8 2 16 98.4 0.2 0.2 0.0

- 2 16 2 32 99.6 0.8 0.8 0.4

- 2 40 2 80 99.4 7.1 7.1 3.9

- 2 80 2 160 98.3 21.0 21.0 12.3

- 8 2 8 16 98.4 19.3 19.3 11.8

- 16 2 16 32 100.0 36.4 36.4 25.2

- 40 2 40 80 100.0 77.5 77.5 61.6

- 80 2 80 160 97.9 97.1 97.1 89.1

GRBD 2 4 2 8 16 98.7 12.2 16.9 8.5

2 8 2 16 32 99.2 25.7 34.2 24.1

2 20 2 40 80 97.9 53.4 74.3 58.4

2 40 2 80 160 97.4 71.0 96.3 90.5

RCBD 8 1 2 8 16 99.2 12.3 14.7 8.6

16 1 2 16 32 100.0 30.8 33.6 23.6

40 1 2 40 80 99.3 74.8 76.6 61.8

80 1 2 80 160 99.2 96.6 97.4 90.8

πtrt = 0.65, πre f = 0.75, ∆NI = 0.30,σ2
block = 0.15, σ2

pen = 0.10

Table A7: Power for Setting B: Single Center, Pen as EU, Binary Outcome, Non-Inferiority



Power

Design Centers Blocks/ Center

Animals/
Block/
Center/
Trt

Total
Animals/
Center/
Trt

Total
Animals/
Trt

Conver-
gence(%)

πtrt − πre f
(Indep)

πtrt − πre f
(Delta)

Odds
Ratio

CRD 3 - 4 4 12 95.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

5 - 4 4 20 99.4 6.0 7.9 4.0

10 - 4 4 40 99.9 30.9 36.8 24.5

20 - 4 4 80 98.8 68.3 72.8 57.6

GRBD 3 2 2 4 12 96.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

5 2 2 4 20 99.2 5.1 7.3 3.8

10 2 2 4 40 99.9 26.4 33.6 22.6

20 2 2 4 80 99.1 64.3 71.8 57.2

RCBD 3 4 1 4 12 95.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

5 4 1 4 20 99.7 6.8 9.3 4.8

10 4 1 4 40 99.7 30.5 36.4 25.8

20 4 1 4 80 99.3 69.5 74.9 60.0

πtrt = 0.65, πre f = 0.75, ∆NI = 0.30, σ2
block = 0.15, σ2

center = 0.20, σ2
center∗trt = 0.005

Table A8: Power for Setting C: Multi-Center, Animal as EU, Binary Outcome, Non-Inferiority

A.3 Sample Macro Codes

A.3.1 Single Center, Animal as EU, Continuous Outcome, Superiority

**** Single site, Continuous data, Animal experimental unit and Superiority;

%let alpha=.05; **** sig level (two-sided);
%let seed1=260288; **** random block;
%let seed2=160288; **** random response;
%let nsim=1000; **** number of simulated data sets;
%let mu=14.5; **** mean in ref (T02) group;
%let nu=14.75; **** mean in trt (T01) group;
%let vb=0.1500; **** block variability; /*for CRD, this is fixed to 0*/
%let vr=0.2500; **** residual variability;

%macro mpwr(design=, nblock=, nanim= );

/*Generating data and fitting a model for CRD*/

***nblock= number of blocks per treatment;

***nanim= number of animals per block/treatment;

********************************************************************************;

***Generating data and fitting a model for CRD;

********************************************************************************;

***CRD: Design has no blocks. Animals are randomized to Treatments;

***Even if numbers are entered for nblock, it is not used in generating the data;

***nanim= number of animals per treatment;

%if &design="CRD" or &design="crd" %then
%do;
data cult60;

mu=&mu;
nu=&nu;
vr=&vr;

do sim=1 to &nsim;
do trt = 1 to 2;

if (trt=1) then mean=nu;
else mean=mu;

do animal=1 to &nanim;
y=mean+sqrt(vr)*rannor(&seed2);

output;
end;

end;



end;

keep nu mu sim trt animal y;
run;

proc sort data=cult60;
by nu mu sim trt;

run;

ods listing exclude all;
proc mixed data=cult60;
by nu mu sim ;
class trt;

model y = trt/solution;
contrast ’1 Vs 2’ trt 1 -1;
ods output contrasts=c; ***Convergence Status is not reported.

***No iterations done for this setting;
run;
ods listing exclude none;
%end;

*******************************************************************;

***Generating data and fitting a model for RCBD;

*******************************************************************;

***RCBD: Design has blocks, and each block contains only 1 animal. ;

***Even if numbers are entered for nanim, macro sets nanim=1;

%if &design="RCBD" or &design="rcbd" %then
%do;
data cult60;

mu=&mu;
nu=&nu;
vb=&vb;
vr=&vr;
nanim=1; /*fixed by design - RCBD*/

do sim=1 to &nsim;
do block=1 to &nblock;
zblock=rannor(&seed1)*sqrt(vb);

do trt = 1 to 2;
if (trt=1) then mean=nu;
else mean=mu;

do animal=1 to nanim;
y=mean+zblock+sqrt(vr)*rannor(&seed2);

output;
end;

end;
end;
end;

keep nu mu sim trt block animal y;
run;

proc sort data=cult60;
by nu mu sim trt block;

run;

ods listing exclude all;
proc mixed data=cult60;
by nu mu sim ;
class trt block;
model y = trt/solution;

random block;
contrast ’1 Vs 2’ trt 1 -1 ;
ods output ConvergenceStatus=status contrasts=c;
run;
ods listing exclude none;
%end;

*******************************************************************;



***Generating data and fitting a model for GRBD;

*******************************************************************;

***GRBD: Design has blocks, and each block can contain multiple animals;

%if &design="GRBD" or &design="grbd" %then
%do;
data cult60;

mu=&mu;
nu=&nu;
vb=&vb;
vr=&vr;

do sim=1 to &nsim;
do block=1 to &nblock;
zblock=rannor(&seed1)*sqrt(vb);

do trt = 1 to 2;
if (trt=1) then mean=nu;
else mean=mu;

do animal=1 to &nanim;
y=mean+zblock+sqrt(vr)*rannor(&seed2);

output;
end;

end;
end;

end;
keep nu mu sim trt block animal y;

run;

proc sort data=cult60;
by nu mu sim trt block;

run;

ods listing exclude all;
proc mixed data=cult60;

by nu mu sim ;
class trt block;
model y = trt/solution;
random block;

contrast ’1 Vs 2’ trt 1 -1;
ods output ConvergenceStatus=status contrasts=c;
run;
ods listing exclude none;
%end;

/*Calculating convergence rate*/
data converge;
set status;
by nu mu sim;
length conv $3;

if Status=0 then conv=’yes’;
else conv=’no’;
nsim=&nsim;

run;
/*Calculating power - through percentage of significant results*/
data signi;
set c;
by nu mu sim;
length sig $3;
alpha=&alpha;

if probf<=alpha then sig=’YES’;
else sig=’NO’;
nsim=&nsim;

run;

/*Extracting necessary results*/

/*Results for convergence*/
proc freq data=converge noprint;

by nu mu;
table conv/list out=outconv;

run;



***For CRD, Convergence Status data set is not produced

***since this model has no random effect, and iteration is not necessary.;

***Convergence rate is set to missing;
%if &design="CRD" or &design="crd" %then
%do;
data outconve;
nu=&nu;
mu=&mu;
percent1=.;
run;
%end;

%if &design="RCBD" or &design="rcbd" or &design="GRBD" or &design="grbd" %then
%do;
data outconve;
set outconv;
where conv=’yes’;
percent1=percent;
run;
%end;

/*Results for power*/
proc freq data=signi noprint;

by nu mu;
table sig/list out=outsig;

run;

data outsign;
set outsig;
where sig=’YES’;
percent2=percent;
run;

/*Merging all results*/
data outall;
merge outSIGN outconve;
by nu mu;
length design $8;

if &design="CRD" or &design="crd" then
do;
nblock=0;
nanim=&nanim;
design=’CRD(*)’;
tanim=&nanim; *number of animals per treatment;
end;

if &design=’RCBD’ or &design=’rcbd’ then
do;
nblock=&nblock;
nanim=1;
design=’RCBD(*)’;
tanim=&nblock; *number of animals per treatment;
end;

if &design=’GRBD’ or &design=’grbd’ then
do;
nblock=&nblock;
nanim=&nanim;
design=’GRBD’;
tanim=&nblock*&nanim; *number of animals per treatment;
end;
run;

/*Final Output*/

***For CRD, percent1 was automatically set to missing as convergence status is not applicable;

***However, calculated power is still valid, thus it is included in the output data set;

%if &design="CRD" or &design="crd"
%then
%do;
data outalll;



set outall;
run;
proc append base=results data=outalll(keep=design nu mu nblock nanim tanim percent1 percent2);
run;
%end;

%else %if &design="RCBD" or &design="GRBD" or &design="rcbd" or &design="grbd"
%then
%do;

***For RCBD and GRBD, when percent1 is missing, there is no convergence thus
calculated power is not valid, and is set to missing;
data outalll;
set outall;
if percent1=. then percent1=.;
if percent1=. then percent2=.;
run;

proc append base=results data=outalll(keep=design nu mu nblock nanim tanim percent1 percent2);
run;
%end;

/*Setting values to null when specified design is not correct*/
%else %do;
data outalll;

design=’invalid ’;
nu=.;
mu=.;
nblock=.;
nanim=.;
tanim=.;
percent1=.;
percent2=.;

putlog "Error: Invalid Design Type";
run;

proc append base=results data=outalll(keep=design nu mu nblock nanim tanim percent1 percent2);
run; ***deletes all files except macro and compiled results;
%end;

proc delete data=c converge cult60 outall outalll outconv outconve outsig outsign signi status
(gennum=all);
run;
quit;

%mend mpwr;

%mpwr(design="CRD", nblock=0, nanim=12); **nblock is 0 for CRD ;
%mpwr(design="crd", nblock=0, nanim=20); **nanim is the number of animals per treatment;
%mpwr(design="crd", nblock=0, nanim=40);

%mpwr(design="RCBD", nblock=12, nanim=1); **nblock is the number of blocks per treatment;
%mpwr(design="rcbd", nblock=20, nanim=1); **nanim is not needed for RCBD design: default value:1;
%mpwr(design="rcbd", nblock=40, nanim=1);

%mpwr(design="GRBD", nblock=3, nanim=4); **nblock is the number of blocks per treatment;
%mpwr(design="grbd", nblock=5, nanim=4); **nanim is the number of animals per block/treatment;
%mpwr(design="grbd", nblock=10, nanim=4);

title;
footnote;

****************************************************************************************************;
title1 height=10pt "Power Estimates - Superiority for T01 (Treatment) VS T02 (Reference)";
title2 height=10pt "Number of Treatments=2, Alpha=&alpha (two-sided), Number of Simulations= &nsim";
title3 height=10pt "Single Site; Animal as EU; Continuous Response";

****************************************************************************************************;
options missing=’ ’ nocenter;
proc report data=results nowindows split=’*’ spacing=1 headline missing formchar(2)="-";

column (’Means’ nu mu) design nblock nanim tanim percent1 percent2;



define nu / order format=8.2 ’T01 (Trt)’;
define mu / order format=8.2 ’T02 (Ref)’;
define design / order format=$8. ’Design’;
define nblock / order format=8. ’Number of Blocks/ Trt’;
define nanim / order format=8. ’Number of Animals/ Block/ Trt’ ;
define tanim / order format=8. ’Total Number of Animals/ Trt’ ;
define percent1 / display format=8.1 ’Conver (%)’;
define percent2 / display format=8.1 ’Power (%)’;

footnote1 j=left height=8pt "Variability:";
footnote2 j=left height=8pt " Block = &vb";
footnote3 j=left height=8pt " Residual = &vr";
footnote4 ;
footnote5 j=left height=8pt "CRD(*) 1. Number of Animals/blk/trt = Number of Animals/trt";
footnote6 j=left height=8pt " 2. Block Variability = 0";
footnote7 j=left height=8pt " 3. Convergence does not apply to CRD Setting.";
footnote8 ;
footnote9 j=left height=8pt "RCBD(*) Number of Animals/blk/trt = 1 by default";
run;
quit;

A.3.2 Multi-Center, Pen as EU, Binary Outcome, Non-Inferiority

%let alpha=.025; **** sig level (one-sided);
%let alpha_ci=.05; **** sig level*2 (will be used by SAS to determine LCL for OR);
%let seed1=2848377; **** random site;
%let seed2=3602883; **** random block;
%let seed3=3216329; **** random site*treatment;
%let seed4=7797318; **** random pen;
%let seed5=2984382; **** random response;
%let nsim=1000; **** number of simulated data sets;
%let ref=0.75; **** cure rate in (T02) group;
%let new=0.65; **** cure rate in (T01) group;
%let delta=0.3; **** clinically acceptable difference;
%let vs=0.2000; **** site variability(logit scale);
%let vst=0.0050; **** site by treatment variability(logit scale);
%let vp=0.1000; **** pen variability(logit scale);
%let vb=0.1500; **** block variability(logit scale); /*for CRD, this is fixed to 0*/

%macro mpwr(nsite=,nblock=,npen=, nanim=, design= );

***nsite= number of sites;

***nblock= number of blocks per/site/treatment;

***npen= number of pens per block/site/treatment;

***nanim= number of animals per pen/block/site/treatment;

********************************************************************************;

***Generating data and fitting a model for CRD;

********************************************************************************;

***CRD: Design has no blocks. Pens are randomized to Treatments;

***Even if numbers are entered for nblock, it is not used in generating the data;

***nanim= number of animals per pen/site/treatment;

%if &design="CRD" or &design="crd" %then
%do;
data cure;

ref=&ref;
new=&new;
delta=&delta;
vs=&vs;
vst=&vst;
vp=&vp;

mu=log(ref/(1-ref));
nu=log(new/(1-new));

do sim=1 to &nsim;
do site=1 to &nsite;
zsite=rannor(&seed1)*sqrt(vs);



do trt = 1 to 2;
zst=rannor(&seed3)*sqrt(vst);

if (trt eq 1) then mean=nu;
else mean=mu;

do pen=1 to &npen;
zpen=rannor(&seed4)*sqrt(vp);

do animal = 1 to &nanim;
phat=exp(mean+zsite+zst+zpen)/(1+exp(mean+zsite+zst+zpen));

y=ranbin(&seed5,1,phat);
output;

end; end; end; end; end;
keep delta ref new site pen trt animal sim y;

run;

proc sort data=cure;
by delta ref new sim site trt pen;

run;

ods listing exclude all;
proc glimmix data=cure;

by delta ref new sim;
class trt pen site;
model y = trt / link= logit dist=bin alpha=&alpha_ci oddsratio covb;
random site site*trt pen(site*trt);
lsmeans trt/cl ilink;
ods output ConvergenceStatus=status lsmeans=lsmeans OddsRatios=OR covB=cov;

run;
ods listing exclude none;
%end;

*******************************************************************;

***Generating data and fitting a model for RCBD;

*******************************************************************;

***RCBD: Design has blocks, and each block contains only 1 pen. ;

***Even if numbers are entered for npen, macro sets npen=1;

%if &design="RCBD" or &design="rcbd" %then
%do;
data cure;

ref=&ref;
new=&new;
delta=&delta;
vs=&vs;
vst=&vst;

vb=&vb;
vp=&vp;

npen=1; /*fixed by design - RCBD*/

mu=log(ref/(1-ref));
nu=log(new/(1-new));

do sim=1 to &nsim;
do site=1 to &nsite;
zsite=rannor(&seed1)*sqrt(vs);

do block= 1 to &nblock;
zblock=rannor(&seed2)*sqrt(vb);

do trt = 1 to 2;
zst=rannor(&seed3)*sqrt(vst);

if (trt eq 1) then mean=nu;
else mean=mu;

do pen=1 to npen;
zpen=rannor(&seed4)*sqrt(vp);

do animal = 1 to &nanim;
phat=exp(mean+zsite+zblock+zst+zpen)/(1+exp(mean+zsite+zblock+zst+zpen));

y=ranbin(&seed5,1,phat);
output;

end; end; end; end; end; end;



keep delta ref new site block pen trt animal sim y;
run;

proc sort data=cure;
by delta ref new sim site block trt pen ;

run;

ods listing exclude all;
proc glimmix data=cure;

by delta ref new sim;
class trt pen block site;
model y = trt / link= logit dist=bin alpha=&alpha_ci oddsratio covb;
random site block(site) site*trt trt*block*site;
lsmeans trt/cl ilink;
ods output ConvergenceStatus=status lsmeans=lsmeans OddsRatios=OR covB=cov;

run;
ods listing exclude none;
%end;

*******************************************************************;

***Generating data and fitting a model for GRBD;

*******************************************************************;

***GRBD: Design has blocks, and each block can contain multiple pens;

%if &design="GRBD" or &design="grbd" %then
%do;
data cure;

ref=&ref;
new=&new;
delta=&delta;
vs=&vs;
vst=&vst;

vb=&vb;
vp=&vp;

mu=log(ref/(1-ref));
nu=log(new/(1-new));

do sim=1 to &nsim;
do site=1 to &nsite;
zsite=rannor(&seed1)*sqrt(vs);

do block= 1 to &nblock;
zblock=rannor(&seed2)*sqrt(vb);

do trt = 1 to 2;
zst=rannor(&seed3)*sqrt(vst);

if (trt eq 1) then mean=nu;
else mean=mu;

do pen=1 to &npen;
zpen=rannor(&seed4)*sqrt(vp);

do animal = 1 to &nanim;
phat=exp(mean+zsite+zblock+zst+zpen)/(1+exp(mean+zsite+zblock+zst+zpen));

y=ranbin(&seed5,1,phat);
output;

end; end; end; end; end; end;
keep delta ref new site block pen trt animal sim y;

run;

proc sort data=cure;
by delta ref new sim site block trt pen ;

run;

ods listing exclude all;
proc glimmix data=cure;

by delta ref new sim;
class trt pen block site;
model y = trt / link= logit dist=bin alpha=&alpha_ci oddsratio covb;
random site block(site) site*trt pen(block*site*trt);
lsmeans trt/cl ilink;
ods output ConvergenceStatus=status lsmeans=lsmeans OddsRatios=OR covB=cov;



run;
ods listing exclude none;
%end;

/*Calculating Convergence Rate*/
data converge;

set status;
by delta ref new sim;
length conv $3;
if Status=0 then conv=’yes’;
else conv=’no’;
nsim=&nsim;

run;

/*Calculating power from simulations*/
data lsmeans_1;

set lsmeans;
if trt=1;
mu1=mu;
se1=stderrmu;
df1=df;
keep delta ref new sim mu1 se1 df1;

run;

data lsmeans_2;
set lsmeans;
if trt=2;
mu2=mu;
se2=stderrmu;
df2=df;
keep delta ref new sim mu2 se2 df2;

run;

/*Non-inferiority CI for difference of prop using the SE calculated assuming independence*/
/*CI Construction using t-stat with df equal to that of test for fixed effect*/
data Signi_ind;

merge lsmeans_1 lsmeans_2;
by delta ref new sim;
length non $3;

ng_delta=-1*delta;
diff = mu1 - mu2;
mse_hat_d = sqrt(se1**2 + se2**2); **** Assumes independence;
t = tinv(1-&alpha,df1); **** using df of estimate for treatment diff in logit scale;
lower_t = diff - t*mse_hat_d; **** LCL of the difference of prop;
if lower_t gt ng_delta then non = ’yes’; **** Non-inferior if LCL > - delta;
else if lower_t le ng_delta then non = ’no’;
nsim=&nsim;

run;

/*Non-inferiority CI for difference of prop using the SE calculated through Delta Method*/
/*Extracting variance of parameters in the logit scale*/
data cov_parms;
set cov;
by delta ref new sim;

var_alpha=col1;
cov_alpha_beta=col2;

keep delta ref new sim var_alpha cov_alpha_beta ;
where effect="Intercept";
run;

/*CI Construction using t-stat with df equal to that of test for fixed effect*/
data signi_delta;
merge lsmeans_1 lsmeans_2 cov_parms;

by delta ref new sim;

diff=mu1-mu2;
se_diff=sqrt(se1**2+se2**2-(2*mu1*(1-mu1)*mu2*(1-mu2)*(var_alpha+cov_alpha_beta)));
/*SE of difference of prop- DELTA METHOD APPROXIMATION*/

ng_delta=-1*delta;
t = tinv(1-&alpha,df1); **** using df of estimate for treatment diff in logit scale;
lower_t = diff - t*se_diff; **** LCL of the difference of prop;
if lower_t gt ng_delta then non = ’yes’; **** Non-inferior if LCL > - delta;



else if lower_t le ng_delta then non = ’no’;
nsim=&nsim;

run;

/*Non-inferiority CI for Odds Ratio*/
data Signi_OR;

set OR;
by delta ref new sim;
length non $3;

or_delta= ((ref-delta) /(1-(ref-delta)))/(ref /(1-ref));

***expressing the non-inferiority margin in the OR scale;

if or_delta >= 0 then
do;
if lower gt or_delta then non = ’yes’; **** Non-inferior if OR_LCL > OR_delta (NI margin);
else if lower le or_delta then non = ’no’;
nsim=&nsim;
end;

***OR value should lie from zero to infinity;

***Significance testing is not done using OR when delta used causes
the OR non-inferiority margin to have negative values;
else if or_delta < 0 then
or_delta=.;
nsim=&nsim;

run;

/*Extracting necessary results*/

/*Results for convergence*/
proc freq data=converge noprint;

by delta ref new ;
table conv/list out=outconv;

run;

data outconve;
set outconv;
where conv=’yes’;
percent1=percent;
run;

/*Results for power - using diff of prop (independence assumption)*/
proc freq data=signi_ind noprint;

by delta ref new;
table non /list out=outsig_ind;

run;

data outsign_ind;
set outsig_ind;
where non=’yes’;
percent2=percent;
run;

/*Results for power - using diff of prop (delta method)*/
proc freq data=signi_delta noprint;

by delta ref new;
table non /list out=outsig_delta;

run;

data outsign_delta;
set outsig_delta;
where non=’yes’;
percent3=percent;
run;

/*Results for power - using Odds Ratio CI*/
proc freq data=signi_or noprint;

by delta ref new;
table non /list out=outsig_or;

run;



data outsign_or;
set outsig_or;
where non=’yes’;
percent4=percent;
run;

/*Merging all results*/
data outall;
merge outsign_ind outsign_delta outsign_or outconve;
by delta ref new;
length design $8;

if &design="CRD" or &design="crd" then
do;
nsite=&nsite;
nblock=0;
npen=&npen;
nanim=&nanim;
design=’CRD(*)’;
tanim_site=&nanim*&npen; *number of animals per site/treatment;
tanim=&nsite*&npen*&nanim; *number of animals per treatment;

tpen_site=&npen; *number of pens per site/treatment;
tpen=&nsite*&npen; *number of pens per treatment;
end;

if &design=’RCBD’ or &design=’rcbd’ then
do;
nsite=&nsite;
nblock=&nblock;
npen=1;
nanim=&nanim;
design=’RCBD(*)’;
tanim_site=&nanim*&nblock; *number of animals per site/treatment;
tanim=&nsite*&nblock*&nanim; *number of animals per treatment;
tpen_site=&nblock; *number of pens per site/treatment;
tpen=&nsite*&nblock; *number of pens per treatment;
end;
if &design=’GRBD’ or &design=’grbd’ then
do;
nsite=&nsite;
nblock=&nblock;
npen=&npen;
nanim=&nanim;
design=’GRBD’;
tanim_site=&nanim*&nblock*&npen; *number of animals per site/treatment;
tanim=&nsite*&nblock*&npen*&nanim; *number of animals per treatment;
tpen_site=&nblock*&npen; *number of pens per site/treatment;
tpen=&nsite*&nblock*&npen; *number of pens per treatment;
end;
run;

/*Final Output*/
%if &design="CRD" or &design="RCBD" or &design="GRBD" or &design="crd"
or &design="rcbd" or &design="grbd"
%then
%do;

/*Setting values to missing when convergence is never achieved*/

data outalll;
set outall;
if percent1=. then percent1=.;
if percent1=. then percent2=.;
if percent1=. then percent3=.;
if percent1=. then percent4=.;
run;

proc append base=results data=outalll(keep=delta ref new design nsite nblock npen
nanim tanim_site tanim tpen_site tpen percent1 percent2 percent3 percent4);
run;
%end;



/*Setting values to null when specified design is not correct*/
%else %do;
data outalll;

delta=.; ref=.; new=.; design=’invalid ’; nsite=.; nblock=.; npen=.; nanim=.;
tanim=.; tanim_site=.; tpen_site=.; tpen=.; percent1=.; percent2=.;
percent3=.; percent4=.; run;

proc append base=results data=outalll(keep=delta ref new design nsite nblock npen
nanim tanim tanim_site tpen_site tpen percent1 percent2 percent3 percent4);
run;
%end;

proc delete data=converge cov cov_parms cure lsmeans lsmeans_1 lsmeans_2
or outall outalll outconv outconve outsign_delta outsign_ind outsign_or
outsig_delta outsig_ind outsig_or signi_delta signi_ind signi_or status (gennum=all);
run; ***deletes all files except macro and compiled results;
quit;

%mend mpwr;

%mpwr(design="crd", nsite=4, nblock=0, npen=2,nanim=4); **nsite is the number of sites;
%mpwr(design="CRD", nsite=4, nblock=0, npen=2,nanim=10);**nblock is 0 for CRD ;
%mpwr(design="crd", nsite=4, nblock=0, npen=2,nanim=20);**npen is the number of pens/site/trt;

%mpwr(design="crd", nsite=4, nblock=0, npen=4,nanim=2);

**nanim is the number of animals/pen/site/trt;

%mpwr(design="rcbd", nsite=4, nblock=4, npen=1,nanim=2);**nblock is the number of blocks/site/trt;

%mpwr(design="RCBD", nsite=4, nblock=10, npen=1,nanim=2);

**npen is not needed for RCBD: default value is 1;

%mpwr(design="rcbd", nsite=4, nblock=20, npen=1,nanim=2);

**nanim is the number of animals/pen/block/site/trt;

%mpwr(design="grbd", nsite=4, nblock=2, npen=2,nanim=2);**nblock is the number of blocks/site/trt;
%mpwr(design="GRBD", nsite=4, nblock=2, npen=5,nanim=2);

**npen is the number of pens/block/site/trt;

%mpwr(design="grbd", nsite=4, nblock=2, npen=10,nanim=2);

**nanim is the number of animals/pen/block/site/trt;

title;
footnote;

*******************************************************************************************;
title1 "Power Estimates - Non-inferiority for T01 (Treatment) VS T02 (Reference)";
title2 "Number of Treatments = 2, Alpha = &alpha (one-sided), Number of Simulations= &nsim";
title3 "Multiple Site; Pen as EU; Binary Response";

*******************************************************************************************;

options missing=’ ’ nocenter orientation=landscape;
proc report data=results nowindows split=’*’ spacing=1 headline missing formchar(2)="-";

column delta (’Cure Rates’ new ref) design nsite nblock npen nanim tanim_site tanim
tpen_site tpen

percent1 (’Power’(’Diff of Prop’ percent2 percent3 ) percent4);
define delta / order format=5.2 ’Delta’;
define new / order format=5.2 ’ T01 (Trt)’;
define ref / order format=5.2 ’T02 (Ref)’;
define design / order format=$7. ’Design’;
define nsite / order format=6. ’Number of Sites’;
define nblock / order format=7. ’Number of Blocks/ Site/ Trt’;
define npen / order format=6. ’Number of Pens/ Blocks/ Site/ Trt’ ;
define nanim / order format=8. ’Number of Animals/ Pen/ Block/ Site/ Trt’;
define tanim_site / order format=8. ’Number of Animals/ Site/ Trt’;
define tanim / order format=6. ’Total Number of Animals/ Trt’;
define tpen / order format=8. ’Total Number of Pens/ Trt’ ;
define tpen_site / order format=8. ’Number of Pens/ Site/ Trt’;
define percent1 / display format=8.1 ’Conv(%)’;
define percent2 / display format=8.1 ’Indep’;
define percent3 / display format=8.1 ’Delta’;
define percent4 / display format=8.1 ’OR’;



footnote1 j=left height=8pt "Variability (Logit Scale):";
footnote2 j=left height=8pt " Site = &vs";
footnote3 j=left height=8pt " Site*Trt = &vst";
footnote4 j=left height=8pt " Block = &vb";
footnote5 j=left height=8pt " Pen = &vp";
footnote6 ;
footnote7 j=left height=8pt "CRD(*) 1. Number of Animals/pen/blk/site/trt =

Number of Animals/pen/site/trt";
footnote8 j=left height=8pt " 2. Block Variability = 0";
footnote9 ;
footnote10 j=left height=8pt "RCBD(*) Number of pens/blk/site/trt = 1 by default";
run;
quit;
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